Among our ancient Roman authors few are as sensitive to the plasticity of language as is Tacitus. Words, text, meaning, and the ability to interpret them count among his chief concerns in his historical works, in particular the Annales. Both he and the younger Pliny, his contemporary, were equally aware that texts had the potential for negatively charged political commentary and that an author-particularly of history-needed to proceed with caution. All of the genres in which both authors worked, be it history, rhetorical dialogue, biography, panegyric, epistles, ethnographic treatise or history, were by nature political. In addition, such texts were designed in one form or another to instruct readers on how men of their class were expected to prepare for a life of government service, and how to govern and comport themselves in the political life of the empire. Tacitus' historical works, the Annales and Historiae, have been excavated over time for Tacitus' opinion concerning the institution of the principate and how that institution compared with the republic which had preceded it: how did Tacitus feel about the principate and the Augustan settlement? How did it compare with the republic? How did he defi ne the libertas he so apparently cherished? How could one best serve the res publica under the current system, in both good times and bad? All of these questions have been asked in varying form by scholars over the past half-century or more.
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1 Less frequently has the opinion over these same questions been asked of the younger Pliny. It has, therefore, long since been noted that Tacitus' very subject matter constitutes a commentary on current politics, though the recovery of his opinions is not easy, since his language and presentation are often clouded by ambiguity and doublespeak. Still more diffi cult steven h. rutledge is the recovery of Tacitean opinion within the text concerning the sitting principes under whom he wrote, Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian. Despite his promise to do so (Hist. 1.1), Tacitus leaves no trace of a history of the reigns of Nerva or Trajan. Thus far, however, only a small number of scholars have addressed the possibilities for dissidence within Tacitus' works. Syme was the fi rst and most famous in 1958, when he suggested that a sub-text of criticism against Hadrian could be read into Tacitus' Annales.
3 His argument assumed that the Annales were composed after Hadrian had come to power, and that Tiberius' succession of Augustus mirrored Hadrian's own: Hadrian had had four consulares murdered just as Tiberius had Agrippa Postumus; Livia had seen to securing the army and posting bulletins during Augustus' last illness to smooth Tiberius' accession, just as Plotina, Trajan's widow, had assisted Hadrian through secret machinations. Hadrian too was a philhellene, as was Nero, with the implication that Hadrian sinisterly mirrored his infamous forebear. Syme argued that in a society where free speech was not possible, Tacitus, in an effort to offer a critique of the current princeps, introduced this sub-text into his work. Reaction to Syme's thesis was mixed: Goodyear was a harsh critic of Syme's reading, though more recently Birley has accepted and integrated Syme's theory into his biography of Hadrian.
4 It was not until many years after Syme that Bartsch, in her study on theatricality and doublespeak in the early principate, suggested that Tacitus in fact explored the possibility for dissidence in the Dialogus, where Maternus, the poetic protagonist of the dialogue at whose house the conversation takes place, explores poetry as a medium for free speech, making the Dialogus itself (indirectly) an instrument of political protest.
5 Since Bartsch it has been a question I have also explored, attempting to elucidate the instability of meaning in Tacitus' Annales and the implications for the contemporary political scene.
6 Tacitus' contemporary, Pliny, has received less attention in this regard, though Bartsch (again) has now given an excellent contribution in this area by looking at how Pliny's Panegyricus, through the rhetorical strategies of ambiguity and doublespeak, acted as a two-edged sword
